Case study

Weaving magic

with bricks

Imbibing the client brief of'grandeur
as a key element Symbiosis Hospital

and Research Center (SUHRC) in Pune
designed by IMK Architects, isa sight
to behold amidst the hills its nested in

stablished on

the hospital caters to the nearby

entrances have been designed,

the lower slopes

population of Pune and its

distinct in approach to cater to

of a hill, amidst

neighboring areas, while providing

the client brief of unique identities

the sprawling

Tele-Medicine services to ensure

for the hospital and the academic

40 acres land

outreach services to peripheral,
far-flung and access-compromised
settlements.Amidst today's
context, currently, the hospital

of Pune's renowned educational
institute Symbiosis, SUHRC has
been developed on a forested hil,
in a discrete and quiet location.
Envisaged as a Multi-Specialty
Hospital to provide excellent
health care facilities anda State
of the art- Centre that would
enhance Skill development
in the Field of Medicine, the
development envisions to educate

is being used for Government
welfare as COvID 19 hospital.
Sitting along a slope, the
building is strategically positioned
to minimise the cut-and-fill of
the hill site. Planned as a robust
curve along the contours of the
land, it forms the façade of the

block.While the entry to the
hospital is welcoming. peaceful, it
also provides a sense of grandeur

along with a structure that

expresses solidarity, resonating
Rahul Kadri, principal architect,

IMK Consultants.

care, and shelter for the patients
in distress. A large open-to-sky
courtyard separates the centre
from the hospital. The entrances
for both these blocks lie on
either side of the building, making
them seem like two completely
the

and empower medical students.

project. Imbibing the client brief

Conceptualized to cater to the

of 'grandeur being a key element,

students with different access

needs of all the stakeholders,

two significant and symbolic

as well as a space for them for
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opening towards the upward
bending tip. The upper surface
of this canoPy was converted to
terrace garden, such that even

the single bed patients would be
treated to a biophilic space, which
would promote healing
Two large courtyards in the

building create buffer zones that
help in healing patients, bring in

ample light, and are overlooked
by wardrooms and the Out-

Patient Department The OPD
has no airconditioning but

allows for fresh, natural air while
ensuring sufficient ventilation.
All departments and spaces of

the hospital are designed such
to bring in daylight and natural
ventilation. Even areas like OPD,
waiting have courtyards on both

-

sides and are naturally ventilated.
The main central courtyard
transtorms the space around
it, unlike any regular hospitals,

which are much mundane,
completely air-conditioned spaces
without any daylight and natural

ventilation. Keeping sterility
in mind, the courtyard is nonaccessible, full of plants and small
trees, etc. to avoid the risk of
contamination and maintenance.
The accessible spaces in the
courtyard are paved with tiles and

stones that are maintenance-free.
Functionaly, the building

comprises of four sections; three
of them belong to the hospital

and the last one being the Skill
relaxation and academic purposes.

The entrance for the Skill

Centre drawS inspiration

trom the

stainless steel surgical instruments

used in hospitals.A mammoth

slightly curved roof is designed,

Centre. Every section has been

shading the entrance and making

planned and conceptualized for

t

possible tor people to wait

The tip of the entrance is

silver steel bird, with wings wide

stretched upwards, thus letting

open, welcomes the visitor into
the building. Supported by steel

in more light to create a deeper
canopy so that at least two lanes

pipes, a futuristic roof under the
sun beaming brightly, is symbolic
of a contemporary architectural
response. In contrast, the
response to the other block is

of vehicles could be parked along
it.
length of the building

the

under

The canopy was stretched to the

humbler Split into two entries,

complete width of the building
and gave it a smooth curvilinear
shape in the front, which mellows

where one is for casualties and

down the impact of the sheer

the other for regular populous,
the base of the entrance is lifted

size of this structure.A balance
between light and shade has been
achieved with smaller skylights
within the roof, and a larger

to be in line with the interiors.

Above this large entrance, a
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its functionality- driven design
and a distinct formal response as

outside too0

a result, while also avoiding crisscross movement.

Attention has been paid to

construction details, where
post-tensioned slabs are used to
achieve flexibility, minimum beams,

and larger spans that facilitate
different size room arrangements
and to allow for easy routing of
ducts. The flexible grid is designed
to synchronize the structural
system at all levels. To enable a
natural, original, and permanent

finish on the building which would
be maintenance-free, brick was
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hills beyond.
The Skill Centre is planned
on the fourth and ffth floor
witn a separate entrance at thne

E

ground level. Being a part of the

Symbiosis institution, the client
brief called for a grand entrance

that would be symbolic to the
medical field, reflect Symbiosis
legacy, and depict a futuristic
approach.A grand entrance with
steps ascending 8 m moves into

the entrance porch. Shaped like
the wings of a bird stretched to
its extreme ends, the entrance is
made of steel with an aluminium
skin. Resting on a combination of
steel and concrete columns that
give it a solid base and balance,
the double-height entrance leads
nto a curvilinear café, which
in turn connects to the Skill
Centre designated vertical cores
connecting to the 4th and 5th
floor

As multi-facetted angular
walls create an orthogonal
earthen tone on the façade,

the landscape is designed as a

free-flowing organic form, using

plants of diferent colors. flower

shrubs, and small trees. This

creates a healing effect on the
3.

patients while acting as pleasant
1.Hospital entrance lobby and

reception.

B. Kitchen
9. Hospital cafeteria

la. Hospital drop-off

10. Hospital outdoor cafeteria

2. Emergency department

11. Internal landscape courtyard

2a. Emergency drop-off

12. Landscape courtyard

3. Skill Centre entrance lobby

13. Towards hospital drop-off

3a. Skill Centre drop-off

14. Service entry towards lower
ground floor

4. Skill Centre cafeteria

5. Radiology department

15. Service entry towards

6. Out Patient department

basement

7. Pharmacy

adopted as the material of choice
for the double skin on the façade

different, complimenting every

with deeper shading projections

done in concrete, has been made

mood of the day. What is typically

that would reduce heat gain.

possible in the brick and looks

The resultant boxing forms were

exclusive. Naturally compressed,

skewed, twisted, or tapered to
achieve variations in shape to

sundried earthen bricks produced
on-site, have been used for façade

form a multi-faceted façade that

and masonry work and methods

reflects light in different tones

such as brick-boxing were

in any part of the day. Creating

incorporated to achieve efficiency
while reducing pollution. Together
with exposed concrete, the skin
and the façade flatter the green

dynamism through its texture,

capturing the play of light and
shadow each day, the façade looks
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PROJECT CONSULTANTS
Structural (Phase 1): The Axis Structural Consultants, Pune
Structural (Phase l):Jw Consultants LLR Pune
Navi Mumbai
Radiant
Civil: The Axis Structural Consultants, Pune
Landscape: I M Kadri Architects
HVAC: Radiant Consulting Engineers, Navi Mumbai

MEP &HVAC:

Consulting Engineers,

Furniture:I MKadri Architects

Lighting: IM Kadri Architects & Radiant Consulting Engineers
PMC:Symbiosis Society (In house Team of Engineers)
Façade: I M Kadri Architects
Engineering: The Axis Structural Consultants, Pune & IMK
Architects & Radiant

istractions for the patient
relatives and hospital staff. The
vast open space has been planned

with numerous trees of different
pecies, shrubs, and plants with

a vast retention pond at the
lowermost level to facilitate zero
discharge. The large retaining

FFHAHNMMA
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wall of exposed concrete also
gets covered with climbers and
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plants, converting a blank mass
of concrete to an aesthetically
pleasing feature that adorns the
approach to the hospital.

Carefuly and strategicaly

planned, the building attempts
to make gestures that are grand,
yet local and responsive with
attention to details such as

the brick-art and the exposed
concrete. Sitting comfortably
on the fringe of the hill, the
inner courtyards seem like a
continuation of the hill, where the

built form amalgamates with the
site. Allowing nature to be a part

of the hospital and integrating
it as a comforting element

for the patients, the hospital
creates a space tor recovery and

rejuvenation.
Energ
To ensure efficiencies in terms of
cost, time, and impact, all details
such as glass façade, percentage
of glass vs. brick (not more than
30% glass on the entire façade).
shading factor, temperature, and
humidity requirement, etc. were

finalized at early design stages.
This ensured energy efficiency as

per functionality and not based on
other projects or standard values.
In a centrally air-conditioned

hospital, 55-607 power gets
consumed by the air-conditioning
system and I5-20% power by the
medical equipment. The balance
20% is shared by all the other
systems such as lighting, water
circulation, treatment, convenient
power outlets, the vertical

transportation system (Elevators).
etc. Since there is a limited option
to reduce energy consumption
by Medical equipment, it is crucial
to arrive at an a p p r o p r a t e air

conditioning system.Water
Cooled Chilers with Variable
Speed Drive, premium efficiency
pumps, and cooling towers

with CTI certification for the
assured thermal performance
has been selected. The chilled
water system is designed for low
flow high delta T (temperature
difference), making the chilled
water flow requirement 17%
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UPRODUCT SUPPLIERS
& Legero Lighes: Supplied by: Karen

Lighting: Wpro Lights
ACPSilCentre Canopy: Alstone

fxtures are selected with LED
woy
reyeied, treated, and
used for secondary applications
such asArCon

Glass: Saint Gobain- KK Engineering
Concrete:Nyat Engineers & Consultants Pve Ltd.

in zero liquid discharge from

Sanitary warelFitting: Parryware & Cera: CP Fittings

Heat

Hindware
Furnishing shandar intenor Private Limited
v

nn etnerco0

nternal: Dulux Plastic Enmulsion

used for hot water production,
thereby consuming ony 35%

S3les

Paint: External: Heritage Smooth Stone Finish and

the builiding Water Cooled
Pumps ntegrated w

Dulux

Art/Artifacts:
Symbiosis Society & IMK Architects
Elevator: Thyssenkrupp Elevator

comventional electric heaters.
Addtionaily the by-product of
wter

s

taken

cback into the proouced
chiled water

system to reduce the load on

ared

to

the repiar

a l watem Vertcal

Transportation Elevators are
selected

wit Fene o

motors a a v r c o

to

save the energy consumed by
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Transformers
meet the loss
are sele
values permitted by the Energy

Conservation
Builiding Code
published by the Bureau of
Energy Eficiency of India. Light

thechillerA thorough mode
Balancing was enabled to ensure
that the design intent is achieved
in the

actunctuone o

project bya third-party testinE

u MA6

commiiloninig agenicy,
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